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Abstract

BACKGROUND: It has been demonstrated in previous investigations that non-specific low back pain is caused by
multiple factors. Evidently, integrative therapies should be used in order to improve this disorder. Documents
exhibit that integrative therapies are capable of improving different aspects of low back pain and preventing the
recurrence of clinical symptoms. The aim of the present study was to determine the effectiveness of hypnotherapy
with physiotherapy on low back pain.
METHODS: The statistical sample included 28 women who were randomly divided into two groups. One group
received hypnotherapy with physiotherapy and the other received pure physiotherapy. The Depression Anxiety and
Stress Scales (DASS-21), the Numerical Rating Scale (NRS), the Roland Morris Disability Questionnaire (RDQ) were
used to measure the trend of changes (pretest, mid-test, and posttest) of psychological distress, pain intensity, and
functional disability. The Hypnotic Induction Profile (HIP) was used to measure suggestibility. In order to analyze
data, repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used in SPSS software.
RESULTS: The results revealed that hypnotherapy with physiotherapy affects pain intensity in the same way as pure
physiotherapy (P < 0.050). Furthermore, it was found that hypnotherapy with physiotherapy is more effective than
pure physiotherapy on functional disability (P < 0.050). It was also discovered that only hypnotherapy with
physiotherapy can improve psychological distress (P < 0.050).
CONCLUSION: It can be concluded that hypnotherapy with physiotherapy can improve pain intensity, functional
disability, and psychological distress, and the total effectiveness of hypnotherapy with physiotherapy is more than
the total effectiveness of pure physiotherapy.
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Introduction1
Pain is a protective mechanism in coping with
physical illness. When an organ is injured, this
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causes the person to omit the reasons of pain.1
Based on the International Classification of
Diseases 10th Revision (ICD-10), non-specific
low back pain (NSLBP) is one of the disorders
the main feature of which is pain.2 NSLBP is a
disabling disorder which the individual suffers
from his/her whole lifetime.3 According to the
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available literature, NSLBP can be triggered by
both medical and psychological causes. Pain
catastrophizing, pain avoidance, psychological
distress, and passive coping styles can be more
effective than physical factors in the
appearance of symptoms.4 NSLBP is a
multifactorial disorder that has directed
etiological theories toward a bio-psychosocial
perspective.4 There have been different
therapeutic modalities for NSLBP, almost all of
which have ignored the psychosocial factors.5
One of the prominent features of therapeutic
modalities in NSLBP is that each method
focuses on one especial aspect of NSLBP.6
NSLBP is a common disorder; the
prevalence of NSLBP has been estimated
through numerous investigations to be
approximately 49 to 80%. Moreover, it has
been illustrated that NSLBP can transform into
a chronic disorder in 7% of patients. In
England, it has been estimated that the cost of
NSLBP therapeutic care is about 10668€ per
year.7 Since NSLBP is one of the most
prevalent reasons for referral to general
hospitals and clinics, inattention to resolving
this problem can result in its chronicity and
numerous economic and social harms.8
Investigations indicate that hypnosis can
decrease stress and block pain receptors in the
central nervous system (CNS), and as a result,
decrease pain intensity and psychological
distress in patients experiencing chronic pain.
Hypnosis is a safe and effective pain
management method that affects both the
sensation and affection of pain.9 The other
common physical method of pain alleviation is
physiotherapy. However, there are not enough
evidence-based documents about its being the
most effective method to manage chronic pain.10
In order to treat this sophisticated illness,
we require an integrative therapy to focus on
the main aspects of disorders. In fact, both
hypnotherapy and physiotherapy have been
shown to improve symptoms of NSLBP. Thus,
the effectiveness of hypnotherapy with

physiotherapy on predominant aspects of
NSLBP was investigated in the present study.
Therefore, the biggest problem is measuring
the effectiveness of hypnotherapy with
physiotherapy on pain intensity, psychological
distress, and functional disability among
patients with NSLBP. It is expected that the
integrative treatment including hypnotherapy
and physiotherapy be more effective than
other individual therapeutic modalities and it
be more economic than other long and
expensive treatment methods for low back
pain. Given the importance of integrated
interventions in the treatment of NSLBP, the
role of hypnotherapy with physiotherapy was
investigated in the treatment of NSLBP.

Materials and Methods
The present research was a randomized
controlled trial. In order to control excessive
variables, the participants were selected
accidently and randomly divided into two
groups. The statistical population encompassed
20 to 45-year-old patients who had referred to
Tabatabayi rehabilitation clinic at Semnan
University of Medical Sciences, Iran. In total, 36
patients with NSLBP were accidentally selected
and randomly divided into two groups from
winter 2015 to spring 2016. In this study, one
group
received
hypnotherapy
with
physiotherapy and the other group only received
pure physiotherapy. Subsequently, 4 patients
from the pure physiotherapy group and 4
patients from the hypnotherapy with
physiotherapy group were excluded from the
study due to incomplete questionnaires, and not
conforming to the research criteria. The final
sample of the study included 28 patients (14
patients in each groups). In order to control the
obtrusive variables, we matched the groups in
terms of demographic variables. The inclusion
criteria were age ranging between 20 and 45
years, NLBP diagnosis, literacy of higher than
grade 5 of elementary school, and more than 3
suggestibility ranks. The exclusion criteria were
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psychotic disorder diagnosis and a lack of
cooperation in the therapeutic process. The
present study was reviewed and approved by
the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of Semnan
University of Medical Sciences under the code of
IR.SEMuMS.REC.1394.128 and was registered by
the Iranian Randomized Controlled Trials Site
under the code of IRCT2016011926111N1.
Pain intensity: The Numerical Rating Scale
(NRS) was used in the present study to measure
pain intensity. The NRS was made by
McCaffery in 1999. The NRS is a
unidimensional instrument of pain intensity
and includes its total score ranges between 
1 and 10, where 1 means no pain and 10 mean
the most severe pain. This instrument has been
supported by the National Institute of Pain in
the USA for the measurement of pain
intensity.10 This instrument is user-friendly and
the patients do not require powerful visible
ability or high literacy to use it. According to
literature, this tool has suitable validity and
reliability.11 Different investigations have
estimated its reliability to be about 0.84, 0.89,
and 0.92.12 NRS scores strongly correlated to
visual analogue scale (VAS) scores at all time
periods (r = 0.94, 95% CI = 0.93 to 0.95). The
slope of the regression line was 1.01 (95%
CI = 0.97 to 1.06) and the y-intercept was -0.34
(95% CI = -0.67 to -0.01). The minimum
clinically significant difference in pain was 1.3
(95% CI = 1.0 to 1.5) and 1.4 (95% CI = 1.1 to 1.7)
on the NRS and VAS, respectively.13
Psychological distress: The Depression
Anxiety and Stress Scales (DASS-21) has
3 elements, including depression, anxiety, and
stress, and contains 21 questions. This tool was
made by Lovibond in 1995 in order to measure
the common signs of stress, anxiety, and
depression. This tool measures the mental
situation in the previous two weeks.12 Each
element contains 7 questions, and the degree of
each element is determined by computing the
sum of the scores of these questions. The
reliability of this instrument in Iran has been

estimated about 0.95, 0.92, and 0.97.14 In
another investigation, it has been reported that
the DASS-21 had very good Cronbach’s alpha
with amounts of 0.84, 0.74, and 0.79 for
depression, anxiety, and stress, respectively. In
addition, it had good factor loading values for
most items (0.39 to 0.73).15 Correlations among
scales were between 0.54 and 0.68. This tool
can measure psychological distress in the
continuum of normal, mild, severe, and
extremely severe.16
Functional disability: The Roland Morris
Disability Questionnaire (RDQ) was made by
Roland and Morris in 1983 in order to measure
the level of functional disability among patients
with NSLBP. It is a paper-and-pencil
questionnaire that contains 24 questions.17 This
instrument is one of the most sensitive tools for
the measurement of functional disability. The
reliability of this tool has been estimated as about
0.94.18 It has been reported that this tool has
appropriate reliability based on the test-retest
method and internal consistency. Sufficient
reliability was demonstrated with a Cronbach’s
coefficient of 0.85. This sensibility is the result of
different aspects which the RDQ can measure.19
The Hypnotic Induction Profile (HIP): The
Hypnotic Induction Profile (HIP) is a clinical
instrument for the measurement of biological
readiness in suggestibility. This method was
designed by Spiegel and Bridger in the 1970s.
It measures the suggestibility level by
computing the ranks of deviation and rotation
of eyes. The highest level of suggestibility is 7
and the lowest level equals 1. The usefulness of
the HIP in relation to psychodiagnosis has
been demonstrated elsewhere and is not the
subject of this paper. Evidence has been
presented of the satisfactory reliability of the
profile and induction scores. Some information
on validity is provided through satisfactory
correlation with existing standardized scales;
the HIP and Stanford Hypnotic Susceptibility
Scale correlate.20 This tool is a suitable
instrument to measure the readiness of people
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to be hypnotized.21
The process of therapy: In this process, we
selected the patients accidentally with respect
to the inclusion criteria. The participants
underwent 6 sessions of hypnotherapy. Each
hypnotherapy session lasted about 60 minutes,
and the hypnotherapy was performed
immediately
before
the
physiotherapy
procedure. Each hypnotherapy session was
done before every session of physiotherapy.
The protocol of hypnotherapy contained
6 sessions of hypnotherapy. This protocol was
in accordance with the manual outlined by
Hammond (1990). The hypnotherapy protocol
was implemented individually. The first session
was allocated to introduction and pretest in
order to determine the baselines. Each session
lasted 45 minutes. Session 1 included
familiarization, socialization, and preparation of
the patient for a deep and flowing trance. Then,
the trance is induced through progressive
muscle relaxation (PMR); the patient enters a
trance state and eventually returns to a normal
state. In session 2, induction of the main
suggestions are suggested including changing
sense of pain to itching, and conditioning this
change to hand touch of low back. Then,
participants gradually return to the normal
state. In session 3, after induction of a trance
and suggesting a change in the sense of pain,
suggestions are made on tolerating bad
sensations (all negative sensations not only
pain). Finally, the patient returns to a normal
state. In session 4, after changing the sense pain
and increasing the tolerance of pain,
suggestions on ego strength are presented for
the patient to promote beliefs on living
normally like others. Session 5 included the
induction of all of the previous suggestions,
fixation of conditioning, prepare the patient for
termination of therapeutic sessions in the next
session, and gradual return to normal state.
Fixation of conditioning is also the main task of
session 6; in addition, the patients receive
feedbacks on their sensations. After the end of

the trance, recommendations are presented to
fix the post-hypnotic suggestions. The protocol
of hypnotherapy was implemented by MA
students of clinical psychology who were
educated in hypnotherapy in the Iranian
Association of Hypnotism.
The protocol of physiotherapy consisted of 10
sessions each lasting 30 minutes and included
the increasing of blood flow around the lower
back via a hot pack for 15 minutes.
Transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation
(TENS or TNS) is the therapeutic use of electric
current for nerve stimulation. The term TENS
refers to the whole range of transcutaneous
currents applied for nerve stimulation. However,
TENS is mostly used to describe the use of
pulses produced by portable stimulators in the
treatment of pain. Another procedure is pain
alleviation using the TENS instrument with the
frequency of 5 to 10 units for 15 minutes.
Subsequently, the ultra sound procedure is
performed for 5 minutes.22 The therapeutic
ultrasound procedure is commonly used in the
treatment of lower back pain. In this procedure,
a hand-held vibrating device is rubbed against
the skin on the lower back with the goal of
providing body parts with heat and energy in
order to reduce pain and speed up the recovery
process.23 There were also sport experiments
which were performed at home. The protocol of
physiotherapy was implemented by an associate
professor of physiotherapy from the Department
of Physiotherapy at Semnan University of
Medical Sciences.
The patients provided written informed
consent forms for cooperation in the study. In
addition, the questionnaires were completed in
the order of the HIP, NRS, DASS-21, and RDQ.
This investigation was performed from winter
of 2015 until spring of 2016.
In order to analyze data, repeated measures
analysis of variance (ANOVA) was applied in
SPSS software (version 19, SPSS Inc., Chicago,
IL, USA). In addition, repeated measurements
were taken during the therapy. To determine the
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baseline, a pretest was conducted on the first
session, mid-test at the termination of both
protocols, and a posttest 2 months later. The level
of significance in this investigation was 0.05.

Results
The sample consisted of 28 patients who were
randomly divided into two groups. Their age
range was 24 to 45 years and their mean
(standard deviation) age was 37.82 (6.22). The
mean (standard deviation) of suggestibility
was 5.714 (0.658). The lowest level of literacy
was grade 5 of primary school, and the highest
level was diploma; 3 patients had primary
education, 8 had a middle school degree, and
17 had a diploma. The majority of participants
were married; only 3 of them were single and
25 of them were married. The lowest and
highest level of suggestibility was 5 and 7,
respectively. The result of Mauchly's test of
sphericity for pain intensity was 0.923
(P = 0.366), for DASS-21 was 0.603 (P = 0.716),

and for RDQ was 0.847 (P = 0.126).
The mean of pain intensity in the pretest of
the hypnotherapy with physiotherapy group
was 8.142; in the mid-test and the posttest, it
was 3 and 2.285, respectively. Thus, in this
group, the pretest of psychological distress
was 1.207, and the mid-test and the posttest
were 0.673 and 0.323, respectively. The
functional disability of this group in the pretest
was 1.400, and increased to 1.710 and 1.830 in
the mid-test and posttest, respectively.
Moreover, in the pure physiotherapy group,
the mean of pain intensity changed from 7.857
in the pretest to 4.285 and 3.285 in the mid-test
and posttest, respectively. Therefore, the
psychological
distress
in
the
pure
physiotherapy group started from 1.023 in the
pretest and changed to 0.84 and 0.721 in the
mid-test and posttest, respectively. In addition,
in this group, functional disability started from
1.452 and changed to 1.631 and 1.705 in the
mid-test and posttest, respectively (Table 1).

Table 1. Mean and standard deviation of dependent variables (n = 28)
Dependent variables
Measure
Group
Mean (Standard deviation)
Pain intensity
Pretest
Hypnotherapy/physiotherapy
8.142 (0.949)
Physiotherapy
7.857 (1.099)
Total
8.000 (1.018)
Mid-test
Hypnotherapy/physiotherapy
3.000 (2.112)
Physiotherapy
4.285 (1.069)
Total
3.642 (1.768)
Posttest
Hypnotherapy/physiotherapy
2.285 (2.016)
Physiotherapy
3.285 (1.637)
Total
2.785 (1.872)
Psychological distress
Pretest
Hypnotherapy/physiotherapy
1.207 (0.413)
Physiotherapy
1.023 (0.588)
Total
1.115 (0.508)
Mid-test
Hypnotherapy/physiotherapy
0.673 (0.289)
Physiotherapy
0.840 (0.323)
Total
0.756 (0.313)
Posttest
Hypnotherapy/physiotherapy
0.323 (0.128)
Physiotherapy
0.721 (0.332)
Total
0.522 (0.339)
Functional disability
Pretest
Hypnotherapy/physiotherapy
1.400(0.215)
Physiotherapy
1.452 (0.176)
Total
1.430 (0.194)
Mid-test
Hypnotherapy/physiotherapy
1.711 (0.130)
Physiotherapy
1.631 (0.104)
Total
1.671 (0.122)
Posttest
Hypnotherapy/physiotherapy
1.830 (0.082)
Physiotherapy
1.705 (0.166)
Total
1.767 (0.143)
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Table 2. Multivariate tests on the within-subject and between-subject effects
Effects
Between group

Intercept
Group
Factor
Factor*group

Within group

Wilks' Lambda
Wilks' Lambda
Wilks' Lambda
Wilks' Lambda

Value

F

df

Error df

P

0.003
0.906
0.039
0.387

3003.815
0.835
85.497
5.555

3
3
6
6

24
24
21
21

0.001
0.488
0.001
0.001

Partial Eta
Squared
0.994
0.094
0.961
0.613

dF: Degree of freedom

The results of this analysis regarding F
value, then the significance level of F value
showed that the model in between-subjects
and within subjects is significant (Table 2).
There are significant differences between
interventions of the two groups. The efficacy of
the procedure of hypnotherapy with
physiotherapy in the ralated group was more
than that in the hypnotherapy with pure
physiotherapy group (Table 3).

Discussion
In the present study, it was found that the
group which underwent hypnotherapy with
physiotherapy showed a higher decrease in
pain intensity than the group which underwent
pure physiotherapy. The data also showed that
only the patients who underwent hypnotherapy
with physiotherapy experienced a decrease in
psychological distress. A decrease was
observed in both groups in the aspect of
functional disability; however, it should be
noted that the effectiveness of hypnotherapy
with physiotherapy was higher than pure
physiotherapy
in
decreasing
functional

Item
Pain intensity

Psychological
distress
Functional
disability
#
*

disability. The present study indicates that
hypnotherapy with physiotherapy affected all
three variables meaningfully, while pure
physiotherapy only affected pain intensity and
functional disability. It is worth mentioning
that hypnotherapy with physiotherapy was
more effective than pure physiotherapy on
functional disability.
In agreement with this result, a systematic
review reported that hypnotherapy decreased
the use of sedative drugs and psychiatric
drugs among patients with pain by decreasing
their
pain
intensity.24
Additionally,
hypnotherapy can decrease the use of antiinflammatory drugs among patients with
chronic pain. In another study, it was found
that physiotherapy cannot influence patients’
viewpoints on pain, locus of control, and
psychological indications, but affects pain
intensity meaningfully.25 Another systematic
review disclosed that pure physiotherapy can
only affect pain intensity, and that
investigations have utilized psychological
treatments in order to change the
psychological indications of pain.26

Table 3. Paired comparison of the interactive effect of time and group
Mean
Standard
Test
Group (I)
Group (J)
difference#
error
Pretest
Physiotherapy Hypnotherapy/physiotherapy
4.357*
0.304
Mid-test Physiotherapy Hypnotherapy/physiotherapy
4.357*
0.304
Posttest
Physiotherapy Hypnotherapy/physiotherapy
-5.214*
0.338
Pretest
Physiotherapy Hypnotherapy/physiotherapy
0.539*
0.096
Mid-test Physiotherapy Hypnotherapy/physiotherapy
-0.539*
0.096
Posttest
Physiotherapy Hypnotherapy/physiotherapy
-0.594*
0.075
Pretest
Physiotherapy Hypnotherapy/physiotherapy
-0.241*
0.029
Mid-test Physiotherapy Hypnotherapy/physiotherapy
0.241*
0.029
Posttest
Physiotherapy Hypnotherapy/physiotherapy
0.338*
0.040

Significance of mean difference with regard to paired comparison
P = 0.050 (For column values)
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Concerning the effectiveness of pure
physiotherapy on pain intensity, there are no
differences between physiotherapy techniques.
It has been shown that pure physiotherapy can
influence the biomechanical aspects of
NSLBP.27 An investigation revealed that
physiotherapy
in
combination
with
psychotherapy can affect pain intensity more
than pure physiotherapy; this result is more
enduring than pure treatments.28 In an Iranian
investigation, it was reported that disability is
affected by psychological aspects more than
pain intensity.29 In a systematic review,
10 randomized controlled trials (RCTs) were
reviewed which indicated that hypnotherapy,
by affecting psychosocial aspects, was more
effective on functional disability than the
control group and other treatments.30 Another
study also showed that hypnotherapy
decreased psychological distress, and this
decrease predicted the reduction in pain
intensity in the near future.31 However, some
scientific investigations defy the effectiveness
of hypnotherapy on psychological distress,
especially stress.32
The present analysis demonstrated that
hypnotherapy with
physiotherapy
can
influence both the psychological and physical
aspects of NSLBP, while pure physiotherapy
only affects pain intensity as a physical aspect
of NSLBP.
In an investigation, it was pointed out that
this result can be due to the focus of
hypnotherapy on psychosocial aspects;
however, physiotherapy focuses on the
physiological aspects of NSLBP.33 The
philosophy of physical therapies, such as
physiotherapy, ignores patients’ different fears
of pain, psychological distress, and affection of
disorder. Accordingly, these items can cause
the recurrence of the signs of NSLBP in the
future after the end of treatment.34 Consistent
with this fact, NSLBP is a multifactorial
disorder; thus, physiotherapy only improves
its physical aspects and ignores other different

causes of NSLBP.35 This result is in agreement
with that of an investigation which reported
that hypnotherapy with morphine can affect
the signs of NSLBP more than pure morphine
therapy.36

Conclusion
The present study findings revealed that
hypnotherapy with physiotherapy and pure
physiotherapy both affected pain intensity. It
should be noted that hypnotherapy with
physiotherapy was more effective than pure
physiotherapy on pain intensity. This was also
true
regarding
functional
disability.
Furthermore, it was found that psychological
distress decreased only by hypnotherapy with
physiotherapy. Thus, it can be concluded that
hypnotherapy
accompanied
with
physiotherapy is an applicable and effective
treatment for NSLBP.
Limitations: One of the important
limitations of the present study was not using
a combination of qualitative and quantitative
methods. The other limitation was solely using
self-report instruments to measure the
variables such as pain intensity in place of
using clinical observations or biological
indicators like MRI. With regard to the
situation of the university clinics, it was not
possible to investigate the effect of pure
hypnotherapy on NSLBP and this was another
limitation of this study.
Suggestions: It is recommended that a
group in which patients only undergo pure
hypnotherapy be studied. Another suggestion
is that in order to measure the variables,
biological instruments like MRI be used to
measure biological indicators. With regard to
the multifactorial etiology of NSLBP, the use of
a combined method in future investigations
is recommended.
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